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Abatraet : Expressions are derived for evaluating the integrated inelastic cross section, â� for the nuclear
scattering ofreactor antineutrinos in terms ofexperimentally determined B(M 1) values and Gamow-
Teller matrix elements. These expressions are used to compute à, for many nuclear transitions.

1. Introduction

Thehistory ofexperiments on neutrino-induced reactions extends back more than
two decades. The early experiments were concerned with establishing the existence
of neutrinos t, and later the existence of two different types of neutrinos 2), the'
conservation of lepton numbers and the search for intermediate bosons 3'4) . In
terms of the current-current weak interaction, the neutrino had been, until quite
recently, only associated with the charged current. Although the existence of weak
neutral currents was predicted in the late fifties') and early sixties 6), the argument
was considered to be sufficiently convincing only after the concept of spontaneous
symmetry breaking') was used in unifying the weak and electromagnetic inter-
actions 8 - 10) .

In the SU(2)xU(1) unified theory of Salam e) and Weinberg 9), the_ lepton neutral
current is related to the well knownV-A(charged) current by a rotation in "isospin"
space. The nucleon neutral current has an additional term proportional to the
electromagnetic (EM) current
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where JN-" is the V-A current and J is the EM current. The Salem-Weinberg
angle ew describes the mixing of the third component of the SU(2). isovector lepton
field with the U(1) photon field and appears as a free parameter in the theory.,
Neutral current events were first identified t t) experimentally in 1973 . Since then
we have witnessed a very significant growth in the number of neutrino' related
experiments 12 ). To date all neutral current. measurements have been sensitive to
the parameter x = sine Ow, and the value x x 0.35 is in agreement with the interpreta-
tion of almost all results. However, results of recent experiments 13) on parity-
violating neutral current effects in atomic bismuth are not in agreement with
predictions of the Salem-Weinberg theory .
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Interestingly, another important aspect of (1), which is unrelated to the adjustable
Salam-Weinberg angle, namely that the axial neutral current is simply related to
the axial charged current by a rotation in isospin space 1°), has so farnot been directly
tested . In principle the ideal test of this statement would be the measurement of the
cross section for the elastic. scattering of low-energy neutrinos by the nucleus .
However, the detection of either the final neutrino or the recoiling nucleus in an
elastic scattering will probably remain impracticable in the foreseeable future. The
measurement of the inelastic cross section is more promising since one might hope
to detect signatures following the decay ofthe excited nuclear state . Fig. 1 illustrates
idealized systems for the kind of experiment under consideration. The nuclear
matrix element for the inelastic scattering (v, vJ process is related to the Gamow-
Teller matrix elements for the ßt decays by Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the
appropriate isospin transformations. In fig . Ia the ground state of the target nucleus
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Fig. 1 . Schematic relationship between the (v, v7 reaction and ß*. decays . (a) The initial state of (v, v)
is the T3 - 0 member ofan isotriplet. (b) The final state of (v, vJ is the T3 - 0 member of an isotriplet.
(c) The states involved are two isodoublets. The notation J` ; TT, is used for the spin-parity and the

isospin of the nuclear states . Spin-parity assignments are arbitrary.
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is the T3 = 0 member of an isospin triplet. In fig . lb the excited state is the T3 = 0
member of the isospin triplet. Fig. lc shows yet another system involving only
isospin doublets.
The neutrino disintegration of the deuteron is another variation of (v, vj. This

reaction is of special interest since the measurement 1`) ofthe cross section has been
underway for some time andpresumably a firm result will be forthcoming in the near
future .
There are other types of experiments pertaining to neutral currents in the nucleus.

Of particular interest are those which seek to measure parity mixings 1 e) in nuclear
states . Since strong and electromagnetic interactions conserve parity, such mixings
must be attributed to the weak interaction among nuclei. In general the sensitivity
in such measurements is greater than could be expected in (v, vj experiments. .
However, because parity mixing is very sensitive to details of the nuclear structure
and arises from charged as well as neutral currents the analysis of the experimental
result wouldbe very complicated. In contrast the measurement of(v, v) cross sections
is much harder but the result could provide clear-cut answers to questions related
to the neutral current. We believe these two types of experiments should be viewed
as mutually complementary.
The excitation of nuclear states by reactor antineutrinos was first discussed by

Gershtein et al. 11 ). The cross section computed for 'Li appears to be too large,
however. More recently the (v, vj reaction was discussed, in the context of a unified
treatment of the semi-leptonic weak and electromagnetic interactions with nuclei,
in a series of papers 1') by O'Connell, Donnelly, Walecka and co-workers . The
present paper will be concerned with the (v, vj reaction only, but the treatment is
in greater detail for reactor antineutrinos. It is written with two goals in mind The
first is to derive some useful but simple expressions for the (v, d) cross section. This
is carried out in sect . 2. In sect . 3 we pursue the second goal of using existing nuclear
data and expressions derived in sect . 2 to compute and set up a catalog of predicted
(v, vj cross sections for nuclear targets. Sect . 4 is a summary.

2. Formalism
2.1 . GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE (v, v) CROSS SECTION

The general expression for the (v, vj cross section can be found in the literature 1').
For completeness, a brief but self-contained derivation is provided in appendix A.
The result t is
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where G. is the weak coupling constant ; a, is the initial neutrino energy ; d is the
nuclear excitation energy ; 0 is the neutrino scattering angle; q2 is the three-momentum
transfer squared; qP = d2-q 2

; Mj, LA, 7.'j i and 7A* are respectively the charge,
longitudinal, transverse electric and transverse magnetic nuclear transition . matrix
elements and are functions of q; A. is the multipolarity . The interference term has a
+ (-) sign for neutrino (antineutrino) scattering.

In (2~ rather than using the notation commonly used in the study of nuclear
ß-decay, we follow Donnelly et al. ") and use the notation which is more prevalent
in the study of electron scattering. These authors advocate a unified treatment of
nuclear semi-leptonic reactions of which ß-decay, electron scattering, p-capture and
neutrino scattering are special cases.

2.2. SPECIAL CASE FOR LOW-ENERGY NEUTRINOS

We now restrict the discussion to neutrinos for which e,, -c M, where M is the
nucleon mass . This is the case for reactor antineutrinos, ofwhich only a very minute
fraction has an energy exceeding 4 MeV.
The leading term in the nuclear vector-current is the identity and does not

contribute to (v, vj ; next order terms which are proportional to q/M 5 2/M -c 1
will be ignored. The leading axial-current term,

Ja:ial - 3gAOT39

where gA is the ratio of the axial to vector weak coupling constants, is the leading
term contributing to (v, v). From (A.7) and (3) we find that
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(4)

where li> and If> are respectively the initial and final nuclear states. After sub-
stituting (4) into (2), integrating over the neutrino angle, and using the value is)

G'M2 = 1.03 x 10-s, we obtain

or,-gav) = 42 x 10-45(6V -d)21gA<OT3>I2 CM2,

	

(5)

where e, and d are in units ofMeVand <as3> is a shorthand notation for the reduced
nuclear matrix element <iI1erT311f> . It should be pointed out that when (5) is a valid
approximation the scatterings of neutrinos and antineutrinos are indistinguishable .
From now on, unless otherwise specified, we shall use the term neutrino to indicate
both kinds of particles .
Eq. (5) is the general expression for "allowed" nuclear transitions in low energy

(v, V). However, since at the present time there is no monoenergetic neutrino source, .
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Fig. 2. Antineutrino spectrum ofa 23°U fission reactor in secular equilibrium calculated by Avignone "),
fitted to two sections of exponentials [see (7)] .

the cross section must be integrated over the spectrum, n(sj, of the source

~~OEr)n(e~)de, Ie f"Dn(E")d&".o

In the following we consider specifically the reactor as a source of antineutrinos.
The energy spectrum of antineutrinos from 233U fission products in secular

equilibrium has been calculated by Avignone 19) . The number of antineutrinos per
MeV per fission can be very adequately represented by the simple exponentials



(see fig. 2)

where

with

e(MOY)

Fig. 3. The function N,(d) defined in (9).
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17.8 e- ' -O"w,

	

3.4 < e�

where e, is in MeV. The number of antineutrinos per fission given by (7) is 5.9, as
compared to the number 6.0 given by Avignone. The 2 % difference is due to the
artificial cutoff at e, = 0.2 MeV in (7) . Since we do not consider any reaction with
d < 0.2 MeV this small error is simply rectified by replacing !ônds, by 6.0 in (6).
From (6) and (7) we obtain an energy averaged, or mean, cross section for Gamow-
Teller transitions :

Ï(O = L(3.4-d)2C2+2(3.4-d)C+2]/C2 .

Thefunction N,(d)'is plotted in fig . 3. We see that for a fixed Gamow-Teller matrix

Q,(d) = 4.2 x 10-4slgA<o»T3>I'NÀA) cm', (8)

5 d S
NJA)

(7.54e-o.s43e -0.0954[f(0.543)- j(1 .01)], 02 3.4= (9)5.80e-' .o'°, d Z 3.4,
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element, d,(d) decreases essentially exponentially with increasing d. Eqs. (8) and (9)
(or fig. 3) are the important results of this section .

2.3 . EXTRACTING <ct3> FROM GAMOW-TELLER ß-DECAY RATES

In (8) the nuclear matrix element ge<613> is the only remaining unknown. Because
of the Salam-Weinberg assumption that the neutral and charged weak currents
from an isospin triplet, this matrix element is related to the corresponding one in
(Gamow-Teller) ß-decay by a rotation in isospin space. Let Ti (J i ) and Tr (Jf) be the
isospins (spins) of the initial and final states respectively and Tai be the third
component of the isospin of the initial state, then the Salam-Weinberg assumption
implies that

<i11o~T311f> _ <Ji ; TT3illoT311Jf ; TT3i>
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where t} =- v+.., is the conventional isospin operator used in nuclear ßdecay.
The last factor in (10) indirectly related to the f1 value (in sec), of the #-decay by

19A<Ji ; TT3ill0ttlljf ; TT3ii 1>12 = 6165/(ft) i-,r"

	

(11)

The proportional constant 6165 (sec) is determined experimentally 2°) .

2.4. EXTRACTING <ar3> FROM NUCLEAR MI TRANSITTON RATES

The set of (neutral) Gamow=Teller matrix elements that could be obtained directly
from experimental data, as described in the last section is comparatively limited.
At the cost of accepting a small inaccuracy, this set of matrix elements can be enlarged
considerably, using experimentally known M1 transition rates. The M1 strength,
or E(M1) value, in units of (n.m .)2 for the i -. f transition is t

E(Ml ; i - f) = 16a l<ill1T3 +"-0.5)v+u OT3llf>12,

where N, = 0.88 and u, = 4.70 are respectively the nucleon isoscalar and isovector
magnetic moments. It is well known that unless the transition is very much hindered
(for whatever structural reasons P,<VT3> is the most important term in the M1
matrix element. Introducing a parameter q (r1 ? -1) such that

B(M1 ; i -. f) =_
16a (1 + "1)2jti<ill~3llf>1 2, .

	

(13)

f We ignore contributions from exchange currents, which for strong transitions amount to about
10 % [ref. s')] .



and using the known values for p� andgA [taken here to be 21)1 .25]; we mayformally
write

Eq. (14) would not be useful if the measured values of q for different transitions
varies widely . In fact for those transitions where both B(M1) and IgA<aT3>12 are
known experimentally, the value of q is very regular, as is shown in fig . 4. The
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Fig . 4. Correlations between experimental values for JgA<vT3>j' and B(MI).
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individual transitions will be discussed in more detail in subsect. 3.3 . Here we only
point out that for these transitions q lies within the range 0 S q < 1 . If we use the
approximate mean value ofq = 0.41 and predict the Gamow-Teller matrix element
from (14), the rms error for the cases of known matrix element is 41%. This is quite
a remarkable result considering that the B(M1) values span two orders of magnitude.
We thus adopt the value q = 0.41 from which follows the empirical relation

I9AU116T311f>12 = 0.60B(M1 ;1-, f) .

	

(15)

TheB(M 1) value is related to the (partial) decay width l' (in eV), or the mean lifetime
T (in psec), of the 1f> state by

B(M1) = 86.2d -31' = 0.0568d -3T-1 ,

	

(16)

where d (in MeV) is the excitation energy of If> .
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The (v, v') cross sections could also be calculated directly from nuclear wave
functions . Forour present purpose, which is to confirm or refute the Salam-Weinberg
theory with respect to the axial neutral current in the nucleus, such a calculation is
warranted only in cases when the wave functions are well known. One of very few
such cases is the neutrino-disintegration of the deuteron. This case is of special
interest because of the low threshold energy (2.22 MeV) and the large M1 transition
matrix element, both of which are favourable conditions for a large cross section.
It is also the only case in which a measurement of the cross section is known to be
in progress i4). The cross section has previously been calculated by Ahrens and
Lang and by others 22 ). In view of the special importance of this case, and the fact
that the antineutrino spectrum has been updated since the earlier calculations,
we feel it is important to redo the calculation using the latest antineutrino
spectrum '9~ For completeness, details of the calculation is given in appendix B.
The result is

dE, =7.64x10-44
EkN,(B+E

r
) cm2 . MeV-, ,

	

(17)(E,+E,,XB+E,)
where E, is the reduced, or relative kinetic energy of the final neutron and proton,
B = 2.22 MeV, E, = 0.0738MeV andthe function N, is the effective neutrino number
given in (9) . The appearance of the extra variable E, is due to the fact that in the
present case there are three particles (p, n and vJ in the final state, one more than in
cases considered in previous sections.

3. Results and dl

	

on
3.1 . CRITERIA FOR SELECTING REACTIONS

Our criteria for selecting the reactions for whichwe calculate Q, are the following:
(i) To ensure a relatively large Q� we require that 19A<6T3ii Z 0.05.
(ii) For, the same reason we cut A off at 4 MeV, since above this energy N,(A)

becomes too small.
(iii) The Q, for a great majority of the reactions would have to be measured by

detecting the ydecay of the final nuclear state following excitation by (v, v'). For
these reactions we further impose a low-energy cut-off of A at about 600 keV to
avoid the energy region in which the y-ray backgrou id level is expected to be the
highest.

Criterion (ii) excludes excitation to all so-called giant M1 states except the one
in 'Li; in most nuclei the giant MI strength lies in the 10-15 MeV region . These
considerations also effectively exclude reactions involving nuclei with A (atomic
mass) Z 100 because in these nuclei the M1 strength function in the 600-4000 keV
region is essentially unknown.
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Tom.$ I
Catalogue of targets (A < 100) for the (6, v') reaction

') See text for the explanation of the notation .
") If the value of 9 is not given, the Ciamow-Teller matrix element is calculated from the B(Ml) value

using n - 0.41.
°) With 1 m3 oftarget and 2x 10 13 /sec/CM1 antineutrino flux .
°) Shell model calculation 14) of q used with the experimental B(M1) value.
') Assuming a 0.01 %branching ratio or log ft = 5.1, see ref. 35) .

7 Indicating that part of the q-decay cascades .
h See subsect . 2S .

Realion
number

T
nucleus final states')

Exc.
ener

gy
d (ICeV)

I0e<as3M 1 (~ji il ") Refs .
0,

(10-4!
cm 2)

Events/
day °)
NE

1 IH(D 10) 1 + ; 0 -+ 0+ ; 1 2223 7.1 820
2 6Li 1 + ; 0 0+ ; 1 3563 5.06 5.37 0.084 16) 3.4 300
3 711 }- }- 478 1.78 2.48 0.29 16) 26 2000
4 9Be 2429 032 °) 0.81 0.36 °) 26,27) 1.2 260
5 } 2780 0.23 0.36 26,27) 0.36 77
6 1113 }- }- 2140 0.94 °) 0.69 -0.07 °) Is) 3.0 660
7 13C

}' - 3684 r) 0.73 1 .22 29) 0.44 77
8 19F(MgF1) }+ -+ }+ 1554 1) 0.05') < 0.12 z0.55') 30) 0.29 32
9 23Na }+ }+ 439 025 . 0.63 0.73 31) 3.7 160
10 }= 2992 r) 0.15 025 31) 0.19 8
11 25Mg }+ + 1611 0.28 0.83 0.87 31) 1 .6 120
12 .27Al }+ -. + 2210 0.11 0.18 0.38 31,32) 0.32 33
13 }= 2734) 0.05 31) 0.084 9
14 2981 0.24 0.24 0:10 31) 0.29 30
15 29Si 1273 0.649 0.13 0.79 31) 0.36 30
16 }2 2426 `) 0.31 0.40 0.23 31) 0.70 59
17 31P }+ 1; 1266 0.063 0.076 0.19 31) 0.44 40
18 }? 31341 0.062 0.18 0.97 31) 0.064 6
19 }= 3506 7 0.10 0.11 jO.14 31) 0.071 6
20 35C1(MgC11) }+ .-y }+ 1219 0.050 0.096 0.44 31) 0.40 20
21 }= 2694 r) 0.074 0.055 -0.06 31) 0.13 7
22 -+ 1+ 3003 0.062 0.090 0.31 31) 0.073 4
23 43Ca 2069 1) 0.13 0.21 31) 0.45 17
24 55Mn "}- }- 1529 0.13 0.22 33) 0.74 100
25 1885 r) 0.42 0.70 33) 1 .8 230
26 2199 ~) 0.13 0.21 33) 0.39 55
27 (}-) 2254 0.13 0.22 33) 0.37 52
28 }' 2565 0.11 0.19 33) 0.23 32
29 (}-) 3004 0.04 0.07 33) 0.05 7
30 59CO }- }- 1189 0.46 0.77 34) 3.6 570
31 63Cu }- -+ J- 669 0.25 0.43 35) 3.1 460
32 962 0.062 0.11 35) 0.60 89
33 65Cu }- -. }- 770 0.40 0.67 36) 4.6 660
34 79Br } -+14 833 <) 029 0.48 37) 3.1 130
35 6`Br 767 <) 021 0.35 38) 2-5 100
36 69Y }- }- 1507 0.82 1 .37 39) 4.9 260
37 917r }+ =. + 2042 0.13 > 0.22 40) 0.50 37
38 93Nb }+ + 744 0.13 0.21 41) 1 .6 150
39 + 979 0.14 0.23 41) 1 .4 . 130



The results are shown in table 1. For ready reference we have assigned anumeral
to each reaction in column 1 . The target nuclei are listed in column 2. In column 3
the spin and parity, J", of the initial and final states are given. For reactions nos. 1
and 2 the isospins are also given, using the notation J'°; T. The initial and final isospins
for all other reactions with A < 40 are both 1. As will be made clear later, the isospin
of the nuclear states in reactions with A > 40 need not be known for the computation
of Q., Therefore for these reactions the isospin is not given in table 1 . Columns 4, 5,
6and 91ist the excitation energy, 19A<O'r3>1 2, 9(M1)andthe computed Q�, respectively.
The source for experimental data are listed in column 8. The contents of column 7
and 10 will be explained in later sections .

3 .2 . RESULTS FOR DEUTERON

The neutrino disintegration of the deuteron is the only nuclear (v, v) reaction
currently being studied experimentally t4). Our result CT, = 7.1 x 10-4s cms, obtained
by integrating the right-hand side of (16~ is in agreement with the Ahrens and Lang
result ss) 6.6 x 10-4s cm2. Our 8% higher cross section is presumably due to the
fact that the antineutrino spectrum 11 ) used in our calculation has slightly more
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Fig. 5 . Differential cross section for the v-disintegration' of the deuteron, as a function of the reduced
proton-neutron energy Er .
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antineutrinos in the high-energy range than the older spectrum used by Ahrens
and Lang. Significantly the present result is about 60 % greater than the theoretical
cross section of 4.4 x 10-as cmi quoted by Gurr et al. t4). Ahrens and Lang.") also
obtained a result of 4.6 x 10 -4' cms when they used the much older spectrum of
King et al. 23~ which has comparatively the least antineutrinos in the higher energy
region .
The differential cross section dd,/dE, as a function of proton-neutron relative

kinetic energy E, is shown in fig. 5. For E, Z 100 keV, dd,/dE, decreases almost
exponentially with increasing Er In fact more than 70 % of the scattering takes
place with E, < 500 keV. This effect makes it difficult to measure the cross section
by detecting the product protons as most of these particles would not be sufficiently
energetic to escape the target assembly ta).

3.3. RESULTS FOR NUCLEI WITH A < 40

Most reactions in this group are characterized by the availability of the experi-
mental values of both LqA<QT3>12 and B(M1). These reactions are those, excepting
reactions nos. 4,6 and 8, for whichavalue of P1, extracted from (14) using experimental
W<4"3

>12 and B(M1) values, appears in column 7 of table 1. For reactions nos. 4
and 6 the values of q were calculated using the p-shell model 21), and the values of
19A<ffT3>12 were calculated using (14) . The 19A<e'T3>12 value for reaction no. 8 was
calculated in red') also with the p-shell model. In fig. 4, 19A<QT3>12 is plotted
against B(M1) for all reactions for which q is given in table 1. The strong correlation
between lqA<QT3>12 and B(M1) is evident. As was discussed in subsect. 2.4, this
establishes q as a useful empirical relation and shows that its mean value is 0.41 .
The values ofq for several reactions in theA < 40 category are not given in table 1 .

For these reactions 19A<6T3>1 2 is calculated from the experimental B(M1) value
using (15). A common property of these reactions is that they all have a sizable
branching ratio for decaying by emitting two y-rays in cascade. In table 1 we indicate
all such reactions by attaching a superscript f to the excitation energy .
The excitation energies of reactions nos. 3 and 9 do not satisfy criterion (iii) given

at the beginning of.this section. They are nevertheless included in table 1 because
of the exceptionally large cross sections, especially for reaction no. 3.
Fig. 6 shows thecross section as functions of the initial neutrino energy [see eq. (5)]

for 'LL 'Li and some other nuclei . The arrows at the bottom of fig. 6 indicate the
threshold energy applicable to the reactions indicated . The cross sections for 6Li
and 'Li have previously been calculated by Donnelly et al. 2') t . Our results for these
two nuclei are in agreement with theirs .
A very noticeable feature in table 1 is that the transition in 6Li has by far the

largest i9A<OT3>12 value, reflecting the fact that (apart from the transition in 2H)

T Note that in ref. _°) cross sections per nucleon for 6Li and 'I! were plotted .
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Ag . 6 . The (v, vj cross sections for some targets, as functioni ôf the antineutrino energy e, . Arrows
point to the threshold energies of the reactions indicated.

it is the only giant M1 transition. In the 7Li transition a sizable fraction ofthe giant
M1 strength in 6Li is retained . In every other transition evidently only a small fraction
of the total M1 strength from the ground state resides in the final state shown in
table 1 . Nevertheless 6Li does not have the largest Q,. In fact the Q, for 6Li is approx-
imately the same as that .for reaction no. 9, which has a 19A<6T3> 1

s value twenty
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times smaller than the value for 6Li, but at the same time has amuch lower excitation
energy than ILL This reflects the important role played by the neutrino spectrum
in reducing the effective cross section at higher excitation energies .

For this group of reactions no experimental values of IqA<QT3i12 are available,
and the LYA<VT3>12 values in table 1 are calculated from (15) using experimental
'B(M1) values. The list of nuclei in table 1 stops at A = 93 because for heavier nuclei
even the experimental MI strength (in the region 600 S A S 4000 keV) is generally
not known with sufficient accuracy . It is interesting to note that many reactions in
this category are predicted to have d, as large as that for 6Li .

3.5 . CONVERTING d, TO EVENTS PER DAY

Because of the extreme smallness of the (v, vl cross section, it is instructive to
convert Q, into number ofevents per day, NE, for a given antineutrino flux impinging
on a standard quantity of target. As a reference we use the nominal antineutrino
flux `') (i of 2x 10' 3/cm2 . sec available for experimental use at the 1800 MW
Savannah River Reactor. In general about 2 x 101' sec-1 antineutrinos are produced
in the reactor per . MW of power generated . The flux external to the reactor will
depend on the latter's geometry, size, etc. Expecting the most severe physical limita-
tions are more likely to be those imposed upon the volume, V, ofthe target, we choose
as a standard of quantity 1 m3 of target. We thus have

NE = d NpVfT/A = (Q.p/A)1 .04 x 10"s events/day,

where N is Avogardro's number; p is the density (g/cm3) of the target and T is the
number of seconds per day. The result for NE is listed in column 10 of table 1.

3.6. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

In table 2we present the results oftable 1 categorized in terms ofpossible detection
schemes. Within each category the reactions are given in order of descending NE
value. Energies ofthe particles or y-rays to be detected are given in column 4 of the
table.
For reactions where particle detection is possible 2H seems to be the most

attractive target. On the other hand reaction no . 4, while having asmaller NE value,
offers the advantage of emitting more energetic neutrons .

	

.
Because . the -t-ray background level below 1 MeV increases v.-ry rapidly with

decreasing energy, reaction no . 3 ('Li target), although having the largest NE value,
may be considered as a very unfavourable case on account of the low energy of the



') Branching ratio is 100% when not given .
e) Events/day, see table 1 .
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TABU 2

List oftargets according to detection scheme

y-ray that it emits. Conversely, because of the relative high energy t of the y-ray
emitted "Li may be considered as a more favorable case .
The signal to noise ratio could become significantly greater when the reaction

signature is a pair of cascade y-rays . Among reactions where this is the case no. 26
could be considered as the most attractive, since it has a reasonably large Ne value
and at the same time both of its y-rays have E. Z 1 MeV. Reactions nos. 25 and 8,
although with N$ values larger than that for no . 26, are probably not as practicable,
again on account of the very low energy of one of the y-rays emitted in each reaction.

t In fact the energy 3362 keV is above the energies of practically all 7-rays due to natural radioactivity.

Detected
particle

Reaction
number

Target Energy of
particle(s) (keV)

Branching
ratio (%)

Na s)

proton 1 =H(D,O) ;5 500 820

neutron 1 'H ;S 500
4 9Be x 680

7 3 'Li 478 2000
33 65Cu 770 660
30 39CO 1189 570
31 67cu 669 460
2 6là 3562 300
36 69Y 1507 260
25 s5Mn 1885 250
9 '3Na 440 160

2y in 25 55Mn 1759, 126 34 85
coincidence 8 '9F(MgF,) 1357, 197 95 30

26 5'Mn 1214, 984 43 23
35 8'Br 538, 229 13 ' 13
15 29 si 1273,1153 13 8.1
14 2'Al 1712, 1014 76 6.5
34 79Br 562, 271 5 6.5
9 23Na 2542, 440 42 3.3

17 31P 2240, 1266 38 2.5
7 13C 3088, 596 1 .6 1.1

21 3'C(Mga 2) 1763, 931 14 1 .0

n, a in 4 9Be E, z 90, E, x 680 7.5 20
coincidence 5 9Be E, x 110, E, t 990 ;5 100 z 62
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4. Samamary

We have pointed out that the measurement of cross sections for low-energy
inelastic neutrino scattering by nuclei is the most direct test ofthe Salam-Weinberg
theory as regards the axial vector component of the nuclear neutral current. In this
paper the (v, vj cross section (Q .) integrated over the reactor antineutrino spectrum
is presented in a form that can be evaluated immediately whenever the neutral,
or charge non-changing, Gamow-Teller nuclear matrix element gA<oT3i is known
[eq. (8)] . This matrix element is related to the corresponding ßdecay Gamow-Teller
matrix element by a rotation in isospin [eq. (10)].

Using these relations and available experimental data on nuclear Gamow-Teller
transitions, we calculated Qv for many transitions in p-shell and sd shell nuclei,
where A < 40. In these transitions we also observed a strong correlation between
measured values of IMOT3>I2 and of B(M1) which is summarized in eq. (15). We
were able to use this correlation and available experimental data on B(M1) to
calculate Qv for many additional transitions, mostly in nuclei with A >.40, where
experimental data on the relevant #-decays are not available. Using the most recent
spectrum for reactor antineutrinos, we also calculated a new value of Q. for the
v-disintegration of 111 . These results are given in table 1.

In table 2 the reactions for which Qv was calculated are categorized in terms of
possible detection schemes. For particle detection the neutron signatures ofreactions
nos. 1 and 4, with 2H and 'Be respectively as targets, present the most promising
possibilities . An experiment on reaction no . 1 has been underway for some time ").
We note that reaction no . 2 (6Li target) is the most promising experiment for which
a single y-ray is detected and reaction no. 26 ("Mn target) is the most promising in
which two y-rays are observed in coincidence.

We thank T. W. Donnelly for a useful communication .

Appendix A
CROSS SECTION FOR (v, vj ON A NUCLEUS

The differential cross section16 the inelastic neutrino scattering which induces
the nuclear transition ß> -a If} is

2

dv,-f = a

	

~

	

+ 1 (2a)3 (~3 (2n)4a6(pi+Pi -pf -Pf)1], I- vNI29

	

(A.1)

where t v, = c = 1 is the initial velocity ofthe neutrino ; p, (pr) and P, (Pr) are respec-
tively the initial (final) four-momenta of the neutrino and the nucleus ; e,, f = Ip,,EI ; J,
is the initial nuclear spin ; and Y,' sums over the nuclear magnetic substates and the

t We use c - h - l, and in general the conventions of Bjorken and Drell 43).



neutrino spin orientations . The factor ofneutrino mass squared, ns� appears because
we use the conventional normalization for Dirac wave functions 43) . It will be
cancelled by an identical factor contained m I~.Nl 2 .

According to Weinberg 1 °), the lowest-order neutrino-nuclear Lagrangian is

Here f. is the nuclear matrix element of the current operator 1,,°1 for momentum
transfer q = pi - pf. Summing over the neutrino spins we have

EPP.Nl2 = JG:fafé Tr [y"(1 fYs)Pi(1 T Ys~Y°pf]
mist
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= G:j,,fâ(PiPc + pfi ef-6,,,pi - pff iarpeapfA

_ GW
{
(Q' f)(Q'f*) -(q' fXq' f*)+j(q2-Q2)f . f*)

f ~pp,af~Qpf (A.5)

where q = p,- pf, Q = p,+ pf and a..,, is the totally antisymmetric fourth-order
tensor with E1234 = 1 . Choosing q to be the direction of quantization we write,
for any four vector A,

A- f = A4P - A -J = A4P - (A' gllgl)J°+

	

AkJ-k,

	

(A.6)
k=tl

where f = (J4, J) - (p, J) and J ° , J } 1 are the three polar components of J. We now
multipole expand p, J° and J } 1 in the conventional manner 17),

with

p(q) - -(4n)} E ax°Mx(q),

J°(q) = -(4a)* Y, axoL.l(q),
z=°

J, 1(q) = -(2a)* E axtl[-7ziq)i TÀ1`(q)],
x-l

(A.7)

aak --_ (-i)~U+1)}<J,M,AkjJfMfi.	(A .8)

Here Mx(q), etc., are short-hand notations for the reduced nuclear multipole matrix

2vN = G. jrf �, (A.2)

where

.1: = ü.(Pfml±Ysu'(Pi) (A.3)

is the neutrino or antineutrino (+ or - sign) current and

(A.4)
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etc. Substituting (A.6)4A9) into (AS) and (A.2) and after further straightforward
reductions we obtain eq. (2) of subsect. 2.1 .

Appendix B
NEUTRINO DISINTEGRATION OF THE DEUTERON

Mx(4) ma <JfjjMx(q)11Jti,

	

(A9)

The final state of this reaction has three particles, one more than the reactions
discussed in the last section. Instead of (5) of subsect. 2.1, we note have

dQ(s.)

	

G,, M*Ey(g,_B_Er) 219A<3Si ; 011aT~1'So(E);1>12,

	

(B.1)dE.
=
4n3

where E, is the reduced, or relative kinetic energy of the final neutron and proton,
and M is the nucleon mass. Here B = 2.22 MeV and 13S, ; 0) are respectively the
binding energy and the wave function of the deuteron, and 1'So(Er) ; 1> is the wave
function of the proton-neutron singlet continuum . In the zero effective range approx-
imation) <r1 3S, ;0) = (x/2s)*e-°/r, where K=(MB)*, and <rj'So(E,);1) =
sin (pr+ba/pr, where p = (ME,,)* and cot S, _ -1/a p, a, _ -23.7 fm being the
singlet scattering length . This approximation has a 2% error for the <aT3> matrix
element 22) [but a ,. 70 % error for the <r> matrix element `s)]. We then have

2
I<3Si ;011~311'So(Er);1>I2 =

	

8nME}+B})2
M'I(E~+E,,XB+E~)2,

ME}+B})2

~+E,,XB+E~)2,
)

XB+E~)2,

	

(B.2)

where E.'= (itc)2/a;M= 0.0738 MeV. Substituting (B2) into (B.1) and integrating
over the reactor neutron spectrum we obtain (17) of subsect. 2.5 .
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